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Abstract 
Xiuwu has a unique regional culture because of its special geographical posi-
tion, and has formed a unique regional dialect. Through the detailed descrip-
tion of the phenomenon of syllable contraction in Xiuwu dialect, this paper 
enables people to correctly understand the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu 
dialect and its important role. Based on the classification criteria of different 
parts of speech, this paper sorts out the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu 
dialect, and holds that there are roughly two types of combined-syllabic 
words: one is owning pronunciation and characters; the other is owning pro- 
nunciation without characters. 
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1. Introduction 

Syllable contraction is a common phonetic change in speech flow. It usually re-
fers to two connected monosyllabic or disyllabic words combined into a mono-
syllabic word, because of the linking between them. It comes from the oral lan-
guage, and is the result of accumulation and precipitation of long-term oral com-
munication. The syllable contraction is a common phonetic change phenome-
non in Chinese language, which has existed since ancient times. For example, 
the “[tʂu] (诸)” in “Zi Zhang wrote it on his belt of official costume (子张书诸

绅)” in the Analects of Confucius·Duke of Wei Ling, it is the combined-syllable 
word of “[tʂi] (之) [jy] (于)”. In this sentence, “[tʂu] (诸)” equals to “[tʂi] (之) 
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[jy] (于)”. There also have other examples, like “[xə] (盍)” is the combined-syllable 
word of “[xǝ] (何) [pu] (不)”, which means “why not” in English; “[pho] (叵)” is 
the combined-syllable word of “[pu] (不) [khə] (可)”, which means impossible 
in English. The phenomenon of syllable contraction was first explicitly proposed 
in the Song Dynasty in Shen Kuo’s Dream Pool Essays, the writer wrote that 
“The phenomenon of two words combined into one has existed for a long time, 
like “[pu] (不) [khə] (可)” combined as “[pho] (叵)”, “[xə] (何) [pu] (不)” com-
bined as “[xə] (盍)”, “[ʑu] (如) [ʂi] (是)” combined as “[ɚ] (尔)”, “[ɚ] (而) [i] 
(已)” combined as “[ɚ] (耳)”, and “[tʂi] (之) [xu] (乎)” combined as “[tʂu] (诸)” 
etc. Nowadays, there are many syllable contractions appearing in daily commu-
nication, such as “[pu] (不) [joŋ] (用)” fats reading as “[pəŋ] (甭)”, which means 
“no needs”; “[ni] (你) [men] (们)” quickly pronounced as “[nən] (恁)”, which 
means “you”; “[tʂə] (这) [jɑŋ] (样)” pronounced as “[ʨiɑŋ] (酱)”, which means 
“in this way”. When speaking too fast, the initial of the first syllable of some dis-
yllabic words happens to form a “Fanqie” (a traditional method of indicating the 
pronunciation of a Chinese character) with the final of the second syllable. In 
this way, the disyllabic word becomes a monosyllabic word. Although the pro-
portion of combined-syllable words in Mandarin is small, combined-syllable 
words exist in a large number of dialects and have obvious local color. This kind 
of language phenomenon in the language communication with its unique way of 
reproduction, it owns tenacious vitality and cannot be ignored status. 

At present, the main contents of articles on the study of syllable contraction 
are as follows: 1) The description and explanation of the syllable contraction in 
single point dialects, which is the most studied among all the papers at present. 
This kind of study covers almost every dialect area in China, and has accumu-
lated rich materials of combined-syllable words; 2) Investigate the phonetic for-
mation mode of combined-syllable words, and study how it is generated and ex-
isted; 3) To investigate the generating mechanism of syllable contraction; 4) Use 
the concept of syllable contraction to analyze and solve difficult problems in 
Chinese dialects. 

The analysis and research of the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu dialect 
can help us to understand the internal formation rules and explore the phonetic 
levels of the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu dialect, so as to provide refer-
ence for the future research of the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu dialect. 

2. The Generative Mechanism of Combined-Syllable Words 

The purpose of studying the generating mechanism of syllable contraction is to 
explain this phenomenon with a unified theory, and to solve the problems under 
which conditions syllable contraction begin to combine and what kind of words 
they will eventually synthesize.  

At the present time, there are mainly two kinds of researches on the formation 
mechanism of syllable contraction, one is the generative mechanism based on 
edge-in association frame. In an article published in 1997, Chung R. [1] proposed 
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to use the edge-in association to explain the generation process of syllable con-
traction, he believed that the generation of syllable contraction was controlled by 
the sequential action of three programs. When using edge-in association [2], the 
two ends (initial and final) were connected first, and then the inner side (main 
vowel) was connected. However, this theory cannot be used to explain the connec-
tion between vowels and compound sounds. Xiao et al. [3] developed this theory, 
but they still found that they could not fully explain all syllable contraction phe-
nomena. The other is to use the theory of characteristic geometry to explain the 
consonant process. When Wang [4] discussed the “two-in-one” phonetic word- 
formation method, she used the operation method of combining the feature tree 
and the maximum syllable module of the characteristic geometry theory to in-
vestigate the phenomenon of Er (儿) suffixation and Zi (子) suffixation in dif-
ferent regions, and revealed the historical evolution track and process of Er (儿) 
suffixation and Zi (子) suffixation. It also discusses the forming mechanism and 
rules of Er (儿) suffixation and Zi (子) suffixation. Later Zhang [5] used the Er 
(儿) suffixation, Zi (子) suffixation and D suffixation of Henan dialect as the re-
search object, to investigate the speech pattern, formation mechanism, and mu-
tual restriction conditions of the different types of syllable contraction. This 
study further understands the nature and characteristics of these kinds of sylla-
ble contraction and the generation mechanism behind them. 

At present, the research on the mechanism of syllable contraction is relatively 
limited, the proposed theoretical mechanism is not applicable to a wider range of 
syllable contraction types, and the study of this phenomenon cannot be analyzed 
from multiple different perspectives. Further observation and testing are needed 
to study the mechanism of syllable contraction. 

3. Combined-Syllable Words in Xiuwu Dialect 

3.1. History and Actuality of Xiuwu Dialect 

Xiuwu was called “Ningyi” before the Zhou Dynasty. At the end of the Shang 
Dynasty, King Wu attacked Zhou. When his army passed through Ningyi, it en-
countered a rainstorm and stationed troops to practice martial arts, hence its 
named this place as “Xiuwu”. Xiuwu County is located in the northwest of He-
nan Province, under the jurisdiction of Jiaozuo City. It is adjacent to Huixian 
County and Huojia County in the east, connected to Boai County and Jiaozuo 
urban area in the west, and adjacent to Wuzhi County in the south. Xiuwu di-
alect is belonging a small piece named “Han-xin” of Jin language, located in the 
border area of the north of Henan Jin language and the Central Plains Mandarin. 
The internal differences of Xiuwu dialect are not obvious and can be divided into 
two parts: Chengguan (Chengguan town and suburbs) and Xiangxia (surrounding 
villages and towns). 

3.2. General Phonology of Xiuwu Dialect 

According to the previous studies, there are 23 initials (include zero-onset, [ø]), 
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44 finals (includes one vowel [l], which can make syllable itself), and five tones 
in Xiuwu dialect. They all listed in following Tables 1-3. 
 
Table 1. Initials in Xiuwu dialect. 

Manner 
Place 

Stop  Fricative  Affricate 
Nasal Lateral 

unasp asp  voiceless voiced  unasp asp 

Bilabial p ph f    m  

Alveolar t th s  ts tsʰ n l 

Retroflex   ʂ ʑ     

Dental     tʂ tʂʰ   

Palatal   ɕ  ʨ ʨh   

Velar k kh x ɣ     

 
Table 2. Finals in Xiuwu dialect. 

Final without  
on-glide 

Final with  
on-glide [j] 

Final with  
on-glide [w] 

Final with  
on-glide [y] 

[ï] [i] [u] [y] 

[o]  [uo]  

[a] [ia] [ua]  

[ə] [iɛ]  [yɛ] 

[ɤ] [iɤ] [uɤ] [yɤ] 

[ai]  [uai]  

[ei]  [uei]  

[au] [iau]   

[ou] [iou]   

[ən] [in] [uən] [yn] 

[ɑŋ] [iɑŋ] [uɑŋ]  

[əŋ] [iəŋ] [uoŋ] [yoŋ] 

[aʔ] [iaʔ] [uaʔ] [yaʔ] 

[əʔ] [iəʔ] [uəʔ] [yəʔ] 

[l]    

 
Table 3. Tones in Xiuwu dialect. 

 Yin-ping Yang-ping Shang-tone Qu-tone Ru-tone 

pitch 44 21 52 12 4 
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3.3. Syllable Contraction in Xiuwu Dialect 

There are many combined-syllable words in Xiuwu dialect, and the phenome-
non of syllable contraction is common, which greatly enriches the vocabulary of 
Xiuwu dialect. As a whole, the combined-syllable words in Xiuwu dialect can be 
divided into two categories: one is combined-syllable words with sound and 
characters; the other is only owning sounds and without characters. As the result 
of dialect colloquialism, there are many combined-syllable words with sounds 
and no characters, and they are mostly used in daily communication. According 
to its part of speech, the phenomenon of syllable contraction in Xiuwu dialect 
can be roughly classified into the following categories: 

1) Numeral words 
[yə44] < [i44] (一) + [kə21] (个)  
[lia52] (俩) < [liɑŋ52] (两) + [kə21] (个) 
[sa44] (仨) < [sɤ44] (三) + [kə21] (个) 
[siɛ21] < [si21] (四) + [kə21] (个) 
[uo52] < [u52] (五) + [kə21] (个) 
[luo44] < [liu21] (六) + [kə21] (个) 
[ʨiɛ44] < [ʨi44] (七) + [kə21] (个) 
[pa44] < [pə44] (八) + [kə21] (个) 
[ʨyə21] < [ʨiu12] (九) + [kə21] (个) 
[ʂɤ12] < [ʂə44] (十) + [kə21] (个) 
[ʨiɤ52] < [ʨi52] (几) + [kə21] (个) 
In Xiuwu dialect, there is a sound change when the numeral word and the 

quantifier “kə (个)” read together, and the combined-syllable word becomes a 
new syllable. Because they are mostly used in oral communication, most of them 
have no corresponding words to express. 

Among them, [ʨiɤ52] is a combination of the numeral “[ʨi52]” and the quan-
tifier “[kə21]”, which means “several” in English. With the initial of “[ʨi52]”, fi-
nals of [kə21] and the medial sound [i] to spell together, then there is a com-
bined-syllable word—[ʨiɤ52]. It can be used to ask about the number of people 
or things, as in “How many ([ʨiɤ52]) apples in the basket?”; It can also be used to 
refer to a type of person or thing, as in “You([ʨiɤ52]) can sweep the floor”. 

2) Pronouns 
[ʂa21] (啥) < [ʂən21] (什) + [mɤ21] (么) 
[tsa52] (咋) < [tsən21] (怎) + [mɤ21] (么) 
[tʂəi21] (镇) < [tʂɤ44] (这) + [mɤ21] (么) 
[nəi21] (恁) < [na21] (那) + [mɤ21] (么) 
[nən53] (恁) < [ni21] (你) + [men44] (们) 
[tʂuo12] < [tʂə44] (这) + [kə21] (个) 
[nuo12] < [na21] (那) + [kə21] (个) 
[tuo12] < [tuo44] (多) + [ʂo21] (少) 
Among them, [tuo12] is a combination of the interrogative pronoun “how 

many”, which is formed by combining the initial [t] of “[tuo44] (多)” with the fi-
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nal [o] of “[ʂo21] (少)” and adding the medial sound [u] in the middle. [nəi21] 
and [nən53] can both be written as “恁”, but the meaning varies depending on 
the pitch of the tone. 

3) Nouns 
[ʨhiɑŋ52] < [ʨhiəŋ44] (清) + [tsau52] (早) 
[xuɑŋ52] < [xou12] (后) + [ʂɑŋ52] (晌) 
[tiɑŋ52] < [tiəŋ52] (顶) + [ʂɑŋ12] (上) 
[tiɛ52] < [ti12] (地) + [ɕia12] (下) 
[liou12] < [li12] (里) + [thou21] (头) 
[tiəŋ21] < [ti21] (弟) + [ɕyoŋ44] (兄) 
4) Verbs 
[tʂuo12] < [tʂi44] (知) + [tou12] (道) 
[ʨhiɛ52] < [ʨhi21] (起) + [lai12] (来) 
[tʂʰuai44] < [tʂʰu44] (出) + [lai12] (来) 
Chinese syllables are composed of three parts: initials, finals and tones, of which 

initials and finals are segmental components of syllables. We can find the seg-
mental components of the syllable in Xiuwu dialect by observing the characters 
before and after the syllable in a combined-syllable word and the initials and fi-
nals of the syllable. After observation, there are roughly the following three types: 
1) Taking the initials of the first syllable and the finals of the last syllable. This is 
the general form of the combined-syllable word in Xiuwu dialect. By extracting 
the two parts, a new monosyllable word would be created, like [nən53] (恁) < 
[ni21] (你) + [men44] (们); 2) Taking the whole syllable of the preceding word 
and the finals of the following word, like [ʨhiɛ52] < [ʨhi21] (起) + [lai12] (来), 
[liou12] < [li12] (里) + [thou21] (头), [tʂʰuai44] < [tʂʰu44] (出) + [lai12] (来); 3) Tak-
ing the first syllable and the variable rhyme of second syllable, like [ʂa21] (啥) < 
[ʂən21] (什) + [mɤ21] (么), [nuo12] < [na21] (那) + [kə21] (个), [lia52] (俩) < [liɑŋ52] 
(两) + [kə21] (个). 

3.4. The Cause of Formation of Combined-Syllable Word in Xiuwu 
Dialect 

For the phenomenon of syllable contraction in dialects, linguists generally be-
lieve that it is the result of speaking too fast. There is a explanation of “[tʂu] 
(诸)” in a Chinese linguistics book named “Xiao Er Ya”, it wrote that, “[tʂu] 
(诸)” equals to “[tʂi] (之) [xu] (乎)”. When you speak fast, it is [tʂu] (诸); while 
it is [tʂi] (之) [xu] (乎), when you speak slowly. However, some scholars point 
out that it is too simple to explain the syllable contraction phenomenon by say-
ing it due to quickly reading, which will conceal the phonetics changes behind 
the syllable contraction. From the above analysis of the combined-syllable words 
in Xiuwu dialect, it can be seen that the linking elements of the words are not 
always combined under the condition of rapid linking, but have certain selectiv-
ity. Fast reading can be said to be the direct contributing factor of syllable con-
traction, but not the basic reason. 
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Xu [6] thought that, structural pattern is the lever that governs the operation 
and evolution of a language, Chinese syllables are phonetic units representing 
meanings. Each syllable or one word expresses a conceptual meaning, which 
makes Chinese present the basic structural pattern of “one word, one syllable, 
one concept”. This is the simplest and most basic principle of the Chinese word 
construction. Sun [7] further summarized the relationship between syllable and 
meaning as the law of “one syllable, one meaning”. That is to say, “Chinese 
morphemes are monosyllabic in nature; a morpheme meaning can only be ex-
pressed by a syllable, and a syllable must carry a morpheme meaning.” “one syl-
lable, one meaning” is the basic reason of syllable contraction. As Chen [8] said, 
syllable contraction actually reflects Chinese’s pursuit of monosyllabic, that is, 
“single” or “one”. “The fundamental spirit is to make ‘2’ or ‘many’ syllables obey 
the requirement of ‘1’ in ‘one concept’, and integrate them into one from the 
perspective of phonetic”. 

4. Conclusions  

There have two principles which must be followed during the process of lan-
guage development: one is the principle of least effort; the other is to distinguish 
meaning. Combined-syllable words are words that combine two or several con-
nected monosyllabic words into one syllable in speech flow, which is the embo-
diment of the principle of least effort. Moreover, most of the combined-syllable 
words have pronunciation but no characters, therefore those words have the 
function of distinguishing meanings. The existence of a large number of com-
bined-syllabic words in Xiuwu dialect plays an important role in enriching the 
expressive force of the language. In Xiuwu dialect, there are roughly two types of 
combined-syllabic words: one is owning pronunciation and characters; the other 
is owning pronunciation without characters. In order to promote the healthy 
development of Chinese, we should pay more attention to the study of com-
bined-syllable words. 

Xiuwu has a unique regional culture because of its special geographical posi-
tion, and has formed a unique regional dialect. The combined-syllable words in 
Xiuwu dialect are an important part, and the study of combined-syllable words 
in Xiuwu dialect is more helpful to understand the whole picture of Xiuwu di-
alect and to enrich the understanding of Xiuwu dialect. The development and 
changes of the combined-syllable words themselves have also raised many ques-
tions worth exploring for language researchers. 
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